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What Does This Whitepaper Talk About?   �

This white paper aims to highlight the significance of customer communications for creating a 
flawless business experience. The advent of digitalization has given many opportunities to 
businesses and aided multidirectional growth with bidirectional communication. The white 
paper also includes pre-and post-COVID-19 quotes and statistics. Further, it also talks about the 
areas where a customer communications management (CCM) platform can give the 
maximum benefits.  

Great communication is the key to business success. Hence, managing communications is 
crucial to business expansion. 

The Need for Customer Communications in Business    �

The line above indicates how business communications
must be customer-centric throughout when a customer 
avails of a provider's products or services.

To illustrate, think of experiences from the perspective of 
a customer. Whether good or bad, communication is a 
major contributing factor to the overall experience. 
Hence, the quality of communication must be relevant 
and timely. As businesses in banking, utility, insurance, 
telecom, healthcare, and financial services evolve to 
maximize their operational efficiency through better 
customer experience, organizations must carefully 
ensure consistent customer communication.   �

Here are some recent tweets based on customer service-  

“Across the globe, 96% of consumers agree that customer service is an important factor in their 
choice of loyalty to a brand.”  

“A customer experience promoter has a lifetime value to a company which is 600 to 1,400% that 
of a detractor.” 

Hence, effective communication via different communication channels is as important as a 
provider’s products and services for maximum customer retention. A delightful customer 
experience based on state-of-the-art technology is a must for increased revenue for achieving 
brand consistency.  �

According to Harvard 
Business Review, the 
customer experience
is “the summation of 

customers engagement 
with your company and 

brand, not just in a 
snap-in time, but 

throughout the 
customer experience 

journey.”  
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Introduction     �

As businesses witness a surge, the need for flexible 
customer communications has increased too. 
Customer communications management (CCM) 
helps transform all kinds of communications, such 
as batch communications, on-demand 
communication, and ad-hoc communications, into 
customizable, dynamic, and flexible outputs. These 
processes are applied to all kinds of outbound 
communication, such as statements, circulars, legal 
letters,NOCs, promotions, call centers, and sales 
communications. �

‘CCM is an enterprise solution enabling organizations 
to design, manage, deliver and track personalized 
communications across channels centrally.’
 

With the introduction of electronic communication channels and social media, the customer's 
communications space is also changing. SMS communication, chat, email, and online 
communities and forums are being rapidly adopted for effective communication. 

According to Gartner’s research, around 70% of customer communications will be digital, 
contextualized, and on-demand via multiple channels in the future. Electronic communications 
have become a preferable option for many organizations, with a higher number of customers 
engaging with vendors via more channels than ever before. 

Thus, companies need to understand their customers’ communication channel preferences 
and manage communications across all the touchpoints. This means companies need to adopt 
a technology platform, such as customer communications management (CCM) solutions for 
agility and flexibility to meet present and future customer communication demands. 

The need for CCM solutions has become more evident during the pandemic with everyone 
working remotely. InfoTrends estimates that “the electronic customer communications value is 
expected to rise by 15.9% annually between 2013 and 2018, amounting to USD 23.9B”. 

The fundamental customer touchpoints, such as the specific times and reasons of their 
interaction, mobile and web content, statements and forms, campaigns and mailers, the goals 
and outcomes, and surveys make an everlasting impact on the contextualization and 
personalization of customer communications. 

Considering and incorporating these factors has drastically affected the customer experience. 
Brands with better customer experience have scored the most on the Forrester Customer 
Experience Index (CX Index). �
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Source     �

The Stages Of 
The Customer  Lifecycle

AWARENESS EVALUATION

EXPERIENCE

BONDING

ENGAGEMENT RETENTION
LOYALTY

ADVOCACY

Software that caters to each touchpoint and channel should also be suitable for marketing channels 
such as email marketing, social media, and digital asset management (DAM) systems. This is valid 
throughout the customer life cycle, marketing, lead generation, product adoption, transactions 
purchase, customer support, renewals, bill, and payment notifications. 

CCM solutions improve the end-to-end customer experience and are ideal for organizations when 
streamlining customer communications.  

For businesses looking to implement a CCM solution to provide outstanding customer service, 
the following results are important:  �

Improved customer communications
 

Customized communications
 

Full control of all customer communications
 

Passive and active multi-channeling support 

Communication profiles compliance

Fostering personalized communication 

Single, integrated platform to 
document processes
 

Enhanced customer value

Higher customer loyalty
 

Lower customer churn
 

Hyper personalized upsell/ 
cross-sell opportunities.  � 

PURCHASE
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A great customer experience is a pillar for business success. It can be achieved by establishing 
a bidirectional correspondence between customers and an organization. Customers expect the 
company to take care of their preferences. 

CMO of Marketo, Sanjay Dholakia, predicted that by 2020 social media would be the most 
favored way to engage with target audiences. Today, everything is becoming a two-way 
dialogue in real time, and social media is one of the main reasons for this. He also says that 
‘Your communications and actions must build on the ways the customer is raising a hand 
to engage”. 

The emerging marketing strategies promote bidirectional communication. For instance, the 
addition of “chat” features on websites is affecting sales in e-commerce. Not only is it a 
cost-effective way ofcustomer communication, but it also results in increasing sales up to 
three times more and improving customer service and customer satisfaction. Discovering the 
customer pain points with access to chat history, specialist agents can resolve problems quickly 
and at a customer’s convenience. 

The cloud is the latest technology that businesses have been harnessing for added security. 
Cloud platform providers such as Amazon Web Services offer security in their cloud-based 
applications, just like on-premise systems would. The result is - better efficiency with lower 
infrastructure costs and maintenance. 

Cloud-based CCM security is implemented for a secure infrastructure. Modern cloud CCM 
platforms follow the best programming practices, including identity management, 
application security, upgrade management, international standards compliance, and data 
security. With advanced cybersecurity, cloud CCM has pushed traditional CCM systems out in 
many industries. 

Stereotype to Cloud Type: 
Evolution of CCM     �

Here are some of the current customer management 
trends that brands have adapted to evolve and 
upgrade their approach. A fine customer 
communication management strategy is one of the 
best ways to deliver an exceptional 
customer experience. �

Customer Communication 
Management Trends �     �
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(i) Personalization 
Every customer demands personalization when availing services from a brand. Let’s look at how it
impacts overall business across different industries. �

“78% of consumers take advantage of an offer if you personalize it to reflect 
their previous engagement with the brand. Repetitive messaging is a 
long-forgotten concept.” �

Utility�
The utility sector's customer care teams are expected to handle customer issues swiftly while 
maintaining customer satisfaction. A survey says that 72% of contact center callers expect the 
customer service representatives (CSR) to know their customers’ profiles regarding the 
product they purchased and their service history. CSRs are also required to deal with outdated 
IT systems and obsolete customer self-service tools. �

Telecom�
Personalization is essential in the telecom industry to remain competitive and adapt to 
technological innovations, such as digital transformation currently ruling the world. A 2018 report 
says that the mobile sector experienced a continuous decline in the usage of voice/data, from 
83.9 million to 82.6 million. Customers prefer being treated as individuals rather than just 
customers; they want to be acknowledged. Brands using hyper-personalized communication 
have grown steadily in the market. �

(i) Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning �

Using insights gathered on customer preferences, CX can be customized. Businesses now use 
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) powered real-time analytics engines to 
identify which channels ensure maximum customer retention. These two disruptive technologies 
have been impacting customer communication management like never before in the digital 
landscape. 

AI-powered chatbots can handle most of the customer concerns automatically. The analytics 
that AI offers, including the metrics and customer data from various channels, has been useful for 
developing strategies. By harnessing the data intelligently, brands can acknowledge customer 
choices and fulfill their needs. One of the best examples of such systems is Google Analytics. �

 (ii) Social Media�
The use of social media today is inevitable, especially after the pandemic. 90% of the financial 
advisors have reportedly changed their ways of communicating and servicing clients. This has 
resulted in acquiring new business accounts via social media. Fin Servs have realized the 
importance of organic social media. A sound social media CCM strategy helps an organization 
in the following ways: �
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1. Enhancing brand credibility and trust as every customer wants to deal with brands they can trust 

2. Strengthening relationships that leads to sales in the long term as per the client’s needs 

3. Gaining key industry insights by gathering customer demands related to your brand 

4. Reducing costs and efforts by offering training and support resources to the staff. �

Unlike before, the customer journey for purchase has many customer touchpoints today. A survey 
points out that customers interact with a business around ten times for every purchase decision. 
The chances of a loyal customer purchasing again from you are up to five times higher than any 
other customer, and a loyal customer is five times more likely to forgive your brand if anything 
goes wrong. He/she is also seven times likely to try new offerings and four times likely to refer your 
brand to their contacts. This applies to every industry, product, and service. 

With newer communication channels opening up, customers now use different methods to engage 
with businesses. They may prefer email correspondence, use dynamic chatbots, or personalized 
SMS as many devices, including smartphones, computers, and tablets, are within their reach. 

Making a Shift from Multichannel to 
Omnichannel Marketing Model     �

Source     �
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Businesses have been embracing multichannel correspondence in their multichannel marketing 
efforts, approaching prospective customers with communication emails, brochures, business 
websites, call centers, and social media. However, this marketing model has been less successful 
and inconsistent in terms of customer experience, as the information given across these channels 
mentioned may differ. 

Omnichannel engagement can resolve this problem. It is a part of omnichannel marketing that is 
fluid and invisible to the customers. Omnichannel support can be deployed across all 
communication channels seamlessly, creating the best omnichannel customer experience. �

6.1 Perks of Omnichannel Marketing

Omnichannel overcomes the shortcomings of cross-channel and multi-channel marketing and is 
relatively easier to implement for small businesses. Here are the steps to implement an 
omnichannel strategy.

i.  Understanding the Customer

Businesses need data on customer behaviors and preferences. Efficient analytical tools provide 
these insights by identifying sales patterns, consumer complaints, and purchasing trends. Tools 
such as Google Analytics provide deeper insights into website traffic and search engine 
performance. Your marketing campaigns will determine the communication methods and tools 
that attract and motivate customers to buy your products.
 
ii.  Appropriate Communication

Opting for appropriate channels and touchpoints will foster better omnichannel engagement and 
intensify the marketing efforts within a specified budget. For a consistent brand image, it is 
necessary to deliver messages across channels in the same tone. Your online channels should look 
and feel the same as real-world channels. Your customer service reps and sales teams should 
deliver the same message to the audience.

iii.  Building Relationships

Omnichannel marketing is usually designed to go the distance in achieving business goals. It 
builds long-term relationships between businesses and customers. Encouraging relationships 
can lead to customer loyalty and result in repeat purchases. You can create an engaging and 
personalized communication channel for services and products based on individual customers.

Customers interact with a business through several channels during a purchase. Omnichannel 
marketing allows consistency in messaging, pricing, and service across all customer touchpoints. 
With an omnichannel strategy, a business can gain new customers, enhance customer 
satisfaction and get a competitive advantage with a consistent, frictionless experience. 
Personalized videos and real-time chatbots are some of the prime omnichannel marketing 
approaches.
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Omnichannel Customer 
Communications Management     �     �

Some of the key operations that FCI CCM solutions perform:

i.   Consolidate Customer Communications

FCI’s omnichannel CCM solution centralizes communications under one channel and eliminates
 silos. It helps avoid inefficiencies and reduces costs. It also reduces the time taken to create, 
update, and distribute customer communications.

 ii.  A Sneak Peek into Your Customer Journey

With the combination and management of customer communications from a centralized 
platform, organizations can visualize and understand a customer's journey. This helps resolve 
issues immediately.

iii.  Seamless Customer Experience

FCI’s customer communication management solution unifies all the communication channels 
to deliver a seamless experience across the entire customer journey. This enables bidirectional 
communication, and you get timely feedback to explore other possibilities in 
customer communications. 

As described above, omnichannel experience is 
important, and customers look for seamless 
communication across their preferred channels. 
An omnichannel experience throughout the 
customer journey results in better customer 
engagement and retention with improved 
loyalty, ultimately increasing revenues. 
Enterprises often fail to adapt to such 
revolutionary CCM solutions owing to legacy 
systems, data silos, or stakeholder hesitation.

7.1 FCI’s Omnichannel CCM Solutions

FCI’s omnichannel CCM solution makes business goals achievable by merging all the 
communications channels. It processes, optimizes, distributes, and retrieves communications 
for any channel from a single platform.
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Customer Experience as the Topmost Reason For CCM Solutions Adaption

Customers like to stick with a company’s offerings due to how they are treated or the experience 
they have. Thus, it takes constantly evolving processes and technologies to deliver a consistent 
experience across platforms.

The customer experience (or CX) is the primary reason to embrace CCM above products and 
pricing that differentiate a brand.

CCM will Cross the $1.2 Billion 
Mark by 2026, Here’s Why     �     �

Research from Acute Market Reports states that the customer communication management 
(CCM) market will cross $1.2 billion in revenues by 2026. This is due to the growing inclination 
towards managed IT services and the need to keep customers engaged through 
communication channels and cloud services.

The research also found that the CCM-powered IT and telecom segment takes over a quarter 
of the overall market revenue generated worldwide. The other sectors using CCM solutions are 
e-commerce, financial services, insurance, retail, government, and utility industries, with the 
hospitality sector making an entry.
Some of the major vendors incorporating CCM are Oracle, Adobe Systems, GMC Software, 
Xerox, Zoho, Kofax, Dell, ISIS Papyrus Europe, and Fidelity National Information Services.
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Temkin Group found that companies earning $1 billion per year can expect an additional $700 
million within three years of customer experience investment.

Software-as-a-service (SaaS) companies can expect an increase in revenue by $1 billion. A good 
customer experience is the main reason for these high figures.

Source     �

Source     �

A positive customer experience changes the face of business. Here’s how:

i.  Better Customer Experience

88% of companies have prioritized customer experience across their contact centers. More than 
two-thirds of companies compete based on customer experience. Gartner’s research says that 
companies that implement customer experience projects successfully start by focusing on 
collecting and analyzing customer feedback through surveys and forms. This enables them to 
understand customer expectations, comments, and suggestions.

ii.    Multi-Channel Services

Companies interact with their customers across 
multiple channels, such as forms, live chat, 
social media. Thus, it is necessary to be 
consistent across all channels. PWC’s 2020 
report found that the number of companies 
investing in the omnichannel experience had 
increased from 20% to 80%.

OMNICHANNEL INVESTMENT

2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0
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iii.   Mobile Customer Experience

The ever-increasing use of mobile platforms has made phenomenal mobile customer service 
imperative. Stat Counter says that 52% of internet traffic comes from mobiles. A negative mobile 
experience can affect your business drastically. Thus, more and more companies should deliver 
customer-centric services on mobile platforms. The main areas that govern a seamless mobile 
experience are navigation, site search, and loading time.

iv.  Customer Churn

Esteban Kolsky says that 72% of customers share a positive experience with six or more people, 
while a negative experience is passed on to 15 or more. Unhappy customers don’t think twice 
about leaving your brand. Customer expectations are ever-changing, and companies must 
look for new ways to meet them every time. One of the best ways to do so is by following up 
via emails.

v. Self Service

67% of customers prefer self service compared to speaking with a company representative. 
Gartner estimates that there will be a billion service tickets by customer-owned bots by 2030. 
That is why AI will be the communication driver. Businesses will need to ensure that customers 
have the right tools to solve their problems independently. 

Source     �

How CCM Has Become the Path 
Breaking Solution for Businesses     �     �

Customer communication management platforms simplify a customer’s journey with information 
exchange and contextual messaging. Gartner has defined customer communications 
management (CCM) in the "Magic Quadrant for CCM Software" as a strategy for improving the 
creation, delivery, storage, and retrieval of outbound communications, marketing, product 
innovation, renewals, claims, documentation, and bill payment notifications.

The platforms promote bidirectional transactions allowing customers to communicate in ways 
they find comfortable. These interactions occur through a wide range of media including 
documents, email, SMS, and web pages. CCM solutions provide companies to improve outbound 
communications.

 FCI’s CCM as a service enables organizations to interact with their customers and minimizes 
response times. Here are some of the areas where CCM solutions are highly useful:
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 i.   Improving Communication

The main goal of CCM customer service is to optimize customer experience by improving 
communications. CCM solutions help improve communications by delivering uniform messages 
across all channels, resulting in meaningful and trustworthy communication. A CCM solution 
maximizes improved communications and creates targeted communications with the perfect 
tone and brand image. It personalizes communications according to customer needs. It can be 
integrated with business processes to generate reliable customer communications. It can also be 
integrated with bespoke business applications, such as Office 365, Microsoft Dynamics, and SAP.

ii.  Customized Communications

Organizations need to align to continuously evolving customer preferences. By making customers 
feel valued, they can gain customer loyalty. A CCM solution can customize communications, 
making them more agile and fluid. A perfect customer communication management system 
tailors communications to customer preferences. It builds solid customer relationships by offering 
relevant and personalized information. It enables users to drive channel selection, bundling, and 
postal optimization. It uses a single template for all brands of the company and facilitates 
multi-branding. It also aims to assist line of business (LOB) managers through role-based 
authorization capabilities.

iii.  Personalized Communication

The right CCM solution delivers meaningful and engaging content to customers based on 
segmentation and includes client information and profiles that drive more targeted content. It 
allows users to add personal information not available in a system. CCM solution offers standard 
documents that can be personalized within the template framework. It provides access to 
business applications and legacy systems data, including personal information about the 
customer for document creation. This information can be smartly used later. Lastly, CCM 
integrates with smart process applications (SPA) for a controlled check and balance personalized 
case management, contract management, and other documents.
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iv.  Passive and Active Multi-Channeling

CCM solutions ensure that the content is sent the way your customers want to receive it and in 
the format they demand. CCM solutions also support passive and active multi-channeling. 
Passive multi-channeling enables users to repurpose a document for delivery channels without 
any variations in the output. Active multi-channeling generates substitute content for different 
delivery channels. CCM solutions provide personalized communication delivery through print, 
email correspondence, and business SMS. Additionally, it also integrates with e-signature 
solutions for automatic electronic signatures across output channels. 

v.  Communication Profiles Compliance

Companies need to comply with stringent rules and regulations. CCM solutions help businesses 
manage documents with greater accuracy to avoid violations. A CCM solution facilitates a 
consistent and secure business document generation complying with all rules and regulations.
It also provides communication profiles concerning rules and preferences from stakeholders, 
regulators, customers, and partners. With complete document control, CCM authorized users can 
edit specific parts of a document, ensuring that critical document elements are handled by 
qualified staff.

vi.   Single and Integrated Document Processing Platform

Content is the major driver for every organization. CCM solution uses a centralized content 
repository for all the document processes, such as renewals and quotations. It tracks and logs 
document creation steps to provide an organization with management information and 
customer communications control. The high-volume batch requests for email and print jobs 
can be processed from this centralized platform.

An integrated CCM platform includes web-based wizards for document composition, letting 
users select text and elements and enter data not available in an application. The 
communications engine produces documents on application data, on-demand and in real 
time, without user interaction.
 
CCM solutions are one of the biggest technological inventions that streamline and optimize 
customer experience with relevant content through preferred channels. It understands the 
customers’ needs and drives better customer acquisition and retention. CCM solutions also 
regulate operational efficiency at lower costs through automation and actionable analytics 
by integrating with existing business applications and processes. Furthermore, the 
line-of-business (LoB) managers manage the controllable business process using specific 
terminologies for generating communications. Once this occurs, the recipients and the 
solution manage the end-to-end process.
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CCM Fitting into the Modern 
Digital Experience     �     �

Digital experience (DX) platforms provided by Adobe, Salesforce, etc., supply enterprises with 
frameworks to manage customer experience through digital channels. The organization can 
customize its CX management by integrating solutions that address or eliminate the 
shortcomings of the DX platforms. Customer communications management (CCM) software 
serves customers at multiple touchpoints throughout the customer journey. With CCM vendors 
offering omnichannel customer communications, we are adapting to the digital-first swiftly.

Moving ahead and keeping up with the trends, CCM solutions are gradually being linked to the 
cloud with interconnection and microservices-based software, pushing CCM into the DX 
platforms of the future.

10.1 Cloud-Based CCM

With the cloud’s popularity, many organiza-
tions have been harnessing its potential, and 
CCM is no exception. Companies have been 
investing a lot for a good customer experi-
ence, but there are still some gaps between 
the processes and technologies that deliver 
communications to prospective and existing 
customers. These gaps are found in branding,  
design, contextualization, personalization, and 
marketing channels. These factors deeply 
influence customer purchase decisions.
 
Companies are looking for SaaS and 
cloud-based solutions to fuel their digital 
experience offerings. With the cloud, you can 
speed up template building, be responsive in 
the marketplace, and make product changes. 
A CCM solution developed in the cloud and for 
the cloud ensures maximum deployment 
flexibility and upgradeability, ultimately 
reducing costs. With DX technologies 
integration, the customer journey at every 
touchpoint becomes consistent. 
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10.2 Digital Experience Findings

Digital experience platform authors Mark Grannan, Ted Schadler, and Stephen Powers found 
that one part of the digital experience on most DX platforms does well, unlike another.
Celent’s research showed that more and more vendors have been moving CCM to the cloud, 
consolidating applications, and integrating their CX architecture and data across business 
silos, including CCM software for a consistent customer experience. 

In today’s digital world, content is delivered on websites, emails, mobile applications, customer 
portals, social platforms, IoT devices, augmented reality and virtual reality devices, kiosks, 
signage, POS systems, etc., hence, connecting the customer experience is challenging. A study 
reveals that the density of connected devices per person is 6.5. Thus, most people use multiple 
devices while making a purchase. Apart from delivering content to every channel, the content 
should be consistent and connected, offering a continuous customer experience. Digital
experiences platforms have evolved. For instance, it can be frustrating for a user who is taken to 
the company’s homepage instead of the product page when they wish to buy. 

FCI offers customer communication management solutions empowering consumer-facing 
businesses to develop functional and efficient customer communications. With FCI’s 
enterprise CCM solutions, organizations can centrally design, manage, deliver and track 
high-volume personalized communications across channels.

With the potential of an omnichannel communications hub, the company has helped various 
multinationals in the banking, utilities, insurance, healthcare, financial services sectors to 
achieve its motto ‘One Brand, One Platform, and One Experience’ model of customer 
experience management. Gartner's leading products rendition of FCI has helped organizations 
gain a competitive advantage for all their transactional communications with their customers, 
whether batch, on-demand, or ad hoc. 

11.1 FCI Industry Services

FCI’s smart communication solutions for providers, distributors, and customers reduce the gap 
between customers and service providers, open channels to greater business productivity, build
 interactive communication networks with live touchpoints, and help achieve sustainable digital 
transformation. Here are the major industries that FCI serves:

With technological developments, policies, regulatory changes, and structural reforms in the 
utility sector, consumers now have more bargaining power. FCI’s omnichannel communication 
helps customers realize the service attributes of the utility industry. FCI CCM solutions enhance 
the service capabilities of utility industries with data-driven, interactive, and structured 
customer communication transformation. FCI’s customer communication solutions help 
organizations digitize, automate, and merge communication processes. 

FCI’s Take on Customer 
Communications Management

i.  Utility
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FCI’s customer communication solutions let 
insurance providers fuse the best-in-class 
legacy system and digital assets for 
quicker, reliable, and adaptive customer 
communications. The solutions reconnect 
customer experience silos with real-world, 
event-driven experience monitoring.FCI 
CCM also maximizes renewals and referrals 
with a segmented customer journey. Cloud 
CCM saves onboarding and deboarding 
time. It also reduces costs with the 
digital-first model of engagement. In a
nutshell, insurance providers can add value 
to their products and service by 
streamlining data channels.

Customer relationships play a vital role in 
the telecommunications industry. Stability 
in such volatile market conditions is part of 
rich customer experiences. With FCI’s 
innovative solutions serving the ‘Choice of 
Platform’ and offering an ‘Omni-Channel 
Digital Experience’, telecom service 
providers can expect more customer 
loyalty and retention. With FCI’s SaaS 
solutions, customer experience can be 
enhanced dramatically andeffectively. A 
value-driven communication platform will 
ensure hyper-personalized experiences 
and real-time communications.

With FCI’s advanced CCM Solutions, 
healthcare institutions can improve patient 
care experiences by assisting healthcare 
professionals to make decisions. FCI’s
solutions reduce costs, leading to 
personalized communications, customer 
onboarding, and engagement oversight. 
Implementing CCM will help modernize 
patient care. Unified communication and 

iii.  Telecom

information management are possible with 
CCM solutions. It facilitates structuring, 
digitalizing, and automating healthcare 
communication workflows for value-rich 
healthcare customer experience 
management.

Event-driven customer communication is 
the key to continuous engagement and 
differential customer serviceFCI CCM 
solutions aid banking communications by 
adding structure elements, automation, 
and  personalization. It also integrates 
digital onboarding systems at banks, uses 
lost customer data from silos, eliminates 
printing costs, reduces AML data risks and 
time-to-market. With data-driven 
decision-making for upselling and 
cross-selling of banking products, FCI adds 
actionable value to banking statements 
and reports. 

Finserv customers are always looking for 
faster and interactive communication 
networks. FCI helps financial services 
develop live omnichannel experiences and 
faster, personalized services exchange. 
Customer journeys matter more than 
transactions for finserv industries. FCI CCM 
solutions make customer actions more 
visible by developing customized two-way 
communications with integrated and 
real-time updated client databases with 
360- or 720-degree views. 

It minimizes churn rates with experience 
monitoring UI dashboards for asset 
management, housing finance, stock
trading, etc. It also reduces costs with-
SaaS-based CCM platforms operating 
digitally. 

ii.  Insurance

iv. Healthcare

v.  Banking

vi.  Financial Services
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 Closing Thoughts

The right solution lets business users determine the appropriate communications for each 
recipient. It is an end-to-end manageable process. With continuous market evolution, it is
important to review the strategies. Organizations without a corporate CCM strategy and 
system should think about investing in one. A data-driven omnichannel communication 
offers a great customer experience and a seamless business experience! 
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With this white paper, we have communicated the customer communication management 
system's relevance and how it is the backbone of inbound and outbound communications in 
an organization. 

We began the discussion with the need for such management systems in organizations, then 
understood the evolution of the current scenario and how CCM solutions can be leveraged via 
the cloud. We learned about the transformation of multichannel marketing to omnichannel to 
make it a ‘One Brand, One Platform’ model. Further, we learned more about the benefits of CCM 
solutions. Lastly, we also talked about the customer experience in the digital experience 
platform and how users can take advantage. 

FCI has been consistently helping organizations with its world-class communication 
management solutions. It has been serving various industries increasing productivity and ROI. 

In the coming years, customer communication management will be important as it will create 
a win-win situation for vendors and users. The result will be bidirectional chatbots, interactive, 
SMS, videos, WhatsApp, emails, etc.  

In the post-pandemic era, the world will witness a major shift, and the contact center work 
environment will not be the same. The ultimate beneficiaries of an efficient workplace are 
customers. CCM solutions are indeed the best technology that streamlines customer 
communications and optimizes customer experience with relevant content through preferred 
channels. Keeping customers’ preferences in check will ensure customer acquisition and
 retention. CCM solutions also enable operational efficiency and reduce costs through 
automation and actionable analytics, and management capabilities. They can be integrated 
with existing business applications and processes. 

 

 Summarising 


